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Abstract

Analysis and design details are provided on quench
protection for the Cornell Electron Storage Ring (CESR)
Phase III interaction region (IR) superconducting magnets.
The proposed scheme extracts much of the stored energy
thereby reducing thermal stress on the magnets and
mitigating liquid helium loss.  Protection is somewhat
complicated by the fact that each cold mass consists of
quadrupole, skew quadrupole and dipole windings, and that
each cryostat contains two magnet units.

1  INTRODUCTION
The CESR (Cornell Electron Storage Ring) Phase III
Upgrade includes a low beta interaction region that
includes several superconducting (SC) magnets [1].  There
are two (2) magnet assemblies comprised of two (2)
magnet units per assembly. Each unit includes a main
quadrupole, a skew quadrupole and a dipole magnet.  The
three magnets in each unit are integrally wound into as
small a space as possible.  This paper describes quench
detection and protection for these magnets.

2  APPROACH
The CESR SC IR magnets are designed to survive
quenches without damage, even without active protection.
However, it is prudent to minimize stress on the magnets
by detecting quenches and dumping as much of the energy
as is practical into an external load.  Furthermore,
diverting this energy reduces the amount of liquid helium
that would be boiled off in the event of a quench, thereby
saving time and money.  Since it is not necessary to
divert all of the stored energy, the simple approach of
using a fast, electro-mechanical D.C. switch is used.

CESR quench detection uses the coil voltage
comparison method.  Since the voltage across a winding
that is quenching is relatively low (the voltage across the
quench resistance is mostly canceled by L dI/dt of the
coil), the rate of change of current must be detected,
assuming the current regulation loop is slow. The
simplest way to do this is to sense the voltage across
another coil in the same magnet.  Assuming both
windings do not quench simultaneously, the changing
current due to the quench induces a voltage across the non-
quenching coil.
_______________________
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2.1  Calculations

Fundamental calculations were performed [2] to determine
the quench resistance as a function of time, the
relationship between deposited energy and coil temperature
and to find the optimal value of the dump resistor Rd for
each magnet.  A trade-off must be made between extracted
energy and magnet lead voltage.  Rd was chosen such that
the maximum internal and external voltages during a
quench are equal.

For the CESR SC IR magnets, a normal zone bounded
in two dimensions after a time ta is applicable.  The
magnet's time-dependent resistance during the early part of
a quench may be roughly approximated by [3]:
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where ta and L are parameters determined by the physical
characteristics of each magnet coil whereas tQ depends on
the physical magnet parameters and the initial stored
energy.  Table 1 lists currently predicted or measured
values of  these parameters for the three types of magnets.

Table 1: Calculated CESR SC IR Magnet Parameters

Magnet
Type

ta
[sec]

tQ
[sec]

L♣
[henry]

Io
[amps]

Main Quad 0.067 0.45 0.244 1225
Skew Quad 0.024 0.12 0.115 325
Dipole 0.047 0.18 0.024 200

♣measured

2.2  Spice Modeling

A circuit model was used to explore the behavior of the
detection method and to perform the calculations done in
[2] based on the latest information available including
measured magnet data, the actual detection circuitry and
time delay of the quench switch.  These parameters were
used in a PSpice model that simulates the growth in
quench resistance with time and the action of the detection
circuitry and quench switch.  The model may also include
power supply behavior, for example, fast current
regulation.
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Figure 4: CESR Superconducting Interaction Region Magnet Quench Detection System.

The coil sense leads enter the quench detection chassis
through connectors rated at 600 volts.  Current limiting
resistors are placed in series with each lead which then
connect to isolation amplifiers on the detector boards.
The AD202 isolation amplifier has a common mode range
of ±1000 volts, but a maximum differential voltage of
only ±5 volts so the input must be clamped.

Appropriate coil voltages are subtracted and applied to
window comparators with ±0.5 volt thresholds.  The
comparator outputs are latched until reset by the CESR
control system.  A quench detected in one magnet of a
unit opens the quench switches for all three magnets in
that unit and also turns off the power supplies for all six
magnets associated with that side of the IR.

Electrically actuated D.C. contactors are used as quench
protection switches and stamped, stainless steel resistors
are used for dump resistors.  There is one quench switch
and one dump resistor per magnet.

To reduce the number of nuisance quench detections, the
quench detector chassis are powered from a common
Uninterruptible Power Supply (UPS) allowing the system
to operate through line transients and power outages.

Each quench detection chassis also houses monitoring
electronics for the vapor-cooled magnet leads.  Excess
voltage drop in a lead activates the quench switches to
protect the magnet leads from over dissipation.

4  CONCLUSION
An approach for quench detection and protection of CESR
superconducting interaction region magnets has been
described.  A design has been presented based on the
predicted behavior of these magnets.  When the magnets
are fully tested, actual coil voltages and currents during
quenches will be measured to test the calculations
presented here.
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